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Estimation of the effective pumping speed for two installation geometries

1 Introduction
The Main Injector ion pumps were initially supported on horizontal beam pipe stubs, but it has been suggested that this would
make installation difficult due to positioning the heavy magnet in a
cramped space. A possible solution is to bend the stub up by 90”.
This causes concern because the bend reduces the pump effectiveness. The effective pumping speed of the 30 l/s ion pump for each
of two installation geometries has to be estimated.
It is supposed that, an ion pump arranged at intervals of 240
inches is connected to an oval shaped beam pipe which is 4.75 inches
wide, 2 inches high and 19 inches long in both case’. A bent stub
is 2.8 inches in diameter and 11 inches long only in b ase II.
It should be noted that the original pumping s eed of an ion
pump at 6 x10 -’ Torr is about 27 l/s according t the pumping
speed curve of the 30 l/s VacIon pump.
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2 Conductance of stubs
In the molecular flow region, the conductance for a circular pipe
in air at 20°C and with dimensions in centimeters, is

where D and L are the diameter
tively.
The conductance

for an elliptical

Ce, = 136.6

and length of the pipe respec-

pipe is

a2b2
L&q-F

where a and b are the major semi-axis and mine semi-axis respectively.
For a short pipe, the conductance of the entranceda tperture must
be included. Hence
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where A is the cross section area of the pipe.

For the Main Injector, the stub conductances of a dipole magnet
beam pipe in a good approximation of an oval have been calculated,
based on above equations, are listed in Table 1.
Table 1 Conductance of stubs l/s
no stub ho& stub with elbow
49.3
00
90
I
I

3 Effective pumping speed

I

The effective pumping speed S, can be calculated as follows:

where S is the nominal pumping speed of the pum , and C is the
conductance of the connected tube.
The results of the calculation are listed in the Ta le 2.
c
Table 2 Effective pumping speed l/s
1 no stub I horiz. stub 1 with elbow 1
20.8
17.4
27
I
I

0

4 Pressure distribution along a beam pi Pe
If the gas load is distributed along a pipe, whit ho ccurs due to
the outgassing of the surface, then the steady state is c:haracterieed
by a pressure gradient along the pipe.
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Consider that the pump evacuates a pipe of conductance C,
closed at the end. Let the specific outgassing rate to be Q. The
pressure at a distance z along the pipe is
X2

Pz=qB[;+~--]
e

c

2CL

where B is the perimeter of the pipe cross section, an L is the length
of the pipe. It shows that the pressure distribution iit parabolic, being maximum at the closed end, i.e.

The mean pressure is

At the inlet of the pump, where z =0, the press11Deis

I

PO = -QBL
Se
And the pressure drop along the pipe is
AP = Pt - P,

- QBL
2c

If the mean pressure, conductance and effective
are given, the required total outgassing of the surfa
lated. The calculations of the pressure distribution
listed in Table 3 and Table 4. The mean pressure o
the physical requirement for the Main Injector, ani
4

umping speed
can be calcu.ong pipes are
x10-s Torr is
xlOeQ Torr is

necessary for the vacuum design goal.
Table 3 1Pressure distribution at P,=lx

I
1OB8Torr

r

5 Required average outgassing rate of m teriak
According to the pressure distribution along th pipe, the required average outgassing rates of the inner surface o the pipe have
been calculated as follows.
i
Table 5 Required average outgassing rate Torr l/s cm2
Mean pressure
No stub
Horiz. stub With elbow
1 x lo-’ Torr
1.2x1o-‘1
9.8x1o-1s
8.3x lo-l2
5.8x lo-l2
4.7x lo-l2
5 x lo-’ Torr
4.1x10-~‘2

6 Conclusion
If the kind of pumps, pipe and the spacing
are known, it can be seen that the mean pressure in t
portional to the outgassing rate of materials.
drop is independent of the pumping speed,

is extremely large. In the case of the Main Inject0 , an additional
vertical stub will require a little lower average ou gassing rate of
materials. Since the effective pumping speed is r ther low. The
most important problem is to produce a very low ou gassing rate of
materials in beam pipes for both installation geome ries in order to
satisfy the design vacuum requirement.
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